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Abstract
The authors report on a combined structural, optical and acousto-electric study of polytypic GaAs
nanowires. Two types of nanowires with different zincblende and wurtzite crystal phase mixing are
identified by transmission electron microscopy and photoluminescence spectroscopy. The nanowires
exhibit characteristic recombination channels which are assigned to different types of spatially direct
recombination (electron and hole within the same crystal phase segment) and spatially indirect
recombination (electron and holes localized in different segments). Contact-free acousto-optoelectric
spectroscopy is employed to resolve spatiotemporal charge carrier dynamics between different
recombination channels induced by a piezoelectric surface acoustic wave. The observed suppression
of the emission and its dynamic temporal modulation shows unambiguous fingerprints of the local
bandedge variations induced by the crystal phase mixing. A nanowire, which exhibits a variation from
a near-pristine zinc blende crystal structure to a highly mixed crystal phase, shows a clear dependence
on the propagation direction of the acoustic wave. In contrast, no pronounced directionality is found
for a nanowire with an extended near-pristine zincblende segment. The experimental findings are
corroborated by solving the drift and diffusion equations of electrons and holes induced by the surface
acoustic wave. The key characteristics observed in our experimental data are well reproduced in the
numerical simulations by assuming two general bandedge modulations and realistic parameters for the
bandedge discontinuities and transport mobilities of electrons and holes. This evidences that even all
relevant physical processes are accounted for in the model.
Supplementary material for this article is available online
Keywords: acoustoelectric effect, polytypism, surface acoustic waves, nanowire
1. Introduction
Semiconductor nanowires (NWs) are heavily investigated
semiconductor nanoscale structures and are considered as
extremely promising candidates for future high performance
nanoelectronic and nanophotonic devices [1–5]. However, in
such semiconductor NWs, the mixing of zinc blende (ZB) and
wurtzite (WZ) crystal phases occurs frequently along the NW
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axis and leads to a static type-II modulation of the conduction
(CB) and valence band (VB) edges [6–11]. This results in a
carrier localization within different regions and in the opening
of new channels, e.g. for optical recombination and electrical
transport. Thus, a free exciton transition in the pure ZB phase
and two bound, indirect exciton transitions at ZB twinning
defects and at the interface of WZ and ZB segments,
respectively, were observed [12–20]. In addition to the optical
properties, stacking fault defects and crystal phase boundaries
acting as scattering centers certainly affect carrier transport
along the NWs [21–24]. Hence, the understanding of charge
carrier dynamics and the interaction of different, inter-
connected channels in such NWs is essential for optimization
of such devices.
Surface acoustic waves (SAWs) are routinely employed
to sense and manipulate on the nanoscale due to their uni-
versal coupling to literally any type of system [25]. When
these waves [26] propagate on a piezoelectric chip, strain
induces an electric field [27]. This electric field can be
employed as a versatile conductivity probe [28–34]. More-
over, this electric field, in turn, efficiently ionizes weakly
bound excitons [35, 36] and induces spatiotemporal dynamics
of such dissociated electrons and holes in semiconductor
nanostructures [37]. The induced dynamics strongly modulate
the optical emission in the time domain and their character-
istic fingerprints can be detected in photoluminescence (PL)
experiments [24, 37–41]. This so-called acousto-optoelectric
spectroscopy (AOES) provides direct insights of the charge
carrier dynamics in such nanoscale semiconductor structures,
utilizing the acoustoelectric coupling between charge carriers
and the SAW’s piezoelectric field [35, 41–45].
Recently, these acousto-optoelectric experiments have
been performed on various semiconductor NW hetero-
structures by transferring such NW structures onto piezo-
electric LiNbO3 SAW chips. With this technique, the
underlying spatio-temporal carrier dynamics induced by the
SAW are investigated by the temporal modulation of the
optical emission [46]. Thus, charge carriers are transported
along a NW and injected into quantum dots and defects for
triggered photon emission by the remote carrier control via
SAWs on a sub-nanosecond timescale [45, 47, 48]. Moreover,
this contact-free AOES allows to derive the transport mobi-
lities of electrons and holes, as well as to study the impact of
local potential modulations of individual GaAs/AlGaAs
core/shell and halide perovskite NWs in the fundamental,
native material limit of low carrier density by comparing
experiment and numerical modeling of the charge carrier
dynamics [24, 40].
Here, we report on an AOES study conducted on two
different types of polytypic GaAs-AlGaAs core–shell nano-
wires demonstrating charge carrier transfer between different
transition channels occurring in each type of NW. NWs of the
first type show variation of the crystal structure along the
NWs from near-pristine NWs of ZB phase with a low twin
defect density, to highly polytypic NWs with extended WZ
segments embedded in an otherwise ZB phase. In contrast,
the crystal structure of the second type of NWs is pure ZB
with the twin defect density slightly increasing along the NW
(with no WZ segments). Finally, we resolve the resulting
SAW-driven spatio-temporal carrier dynamics in the temporal
modulation of each transition channel by corroborating our
experiments with numerical simulations that model the carrier
dynamics.
The results are presented in the following section 2 which
is structured as follows: section 2.1 presents results of struc-
tural and optical characterization of exemplary NWs. The two
NWs selected for optical experiments are studied by AOES in
section 2.2. The AOES setup is introduced in 2.2.1 and
experimental results of time-integrated and time-resolved
AOES are presented in 2.2.2 and 2.2.3, respectively. In 2.2.3,
the experimental data are compared to numerical simulation
of the SAW-driven spatio-temporal carrier dynamics for
exemplary bandedge modulations for the two types of NWs
found in our structural characterization. These simulations
nicely reproduce key features of the experimental data,
demonstrating that the two assumed simple geometries are
sufficient to gain insight into the underlying processes. The
main findings of this paper are summarized and discussed in
section 3.
2. Results
2.1. Structural and optical characterization
NWs were grown on a Si (111) substrate in a solid-source
molecular beam epitaxy system by a Ga-assisted autocatalytic
growth process [49, 50]. The as-grown structure nominally
consists of a GaAs core with a diameter of 60–80 nm and
typical lengths m>l 10 m,NW which is overgrown by a 60 nm
thick Al0.3Ga0.7As shell [49] to suppress non-radiative surface
recombination of carriers [51]. Additionally, a 3 nm thick
radial GaAs quantum well (QW) is embedded in the center of
the shell [52]. This QW is effectively decoupled from the
GaAs core by the thick barrier [45] and not considered further
in this paper. For passivation, a GaAs capping layer of 10 nm
was added to prevent the oxidation.
To determine the microstructural properties along the
axis of such grown NWs, we performed high-resolution
transmission electron microscopy (TEM) on representative
NWs. Figures 1(a) and (b) show TEM images of two repre-
sentative NWs acquired along their entire length. Additional
TEM analysis of the representative Type-1 NW is included in
the supporting materials (available online at stacks.iop.org/
NANO/32/505209/mmedia) in supporting section 1. In
addition, selected diffraction patterns are taken in the upper
and lower part of both NWs. Both types of NWs differ in the
variation of their crystal structure along the NW axis. NWs,
referred to as Type-1 (figure 1(a)), consist in the lower part of
a ZB crystal structure with occasional rotational twins sepa-
rated by individual twin defects, as confirmed by the asso-
ciated diffraction pattern. In this region the diffraction pattern
clearly shows the characteristic ZB reflections of individual
ZB twin defects (ZB-A and ZB-B sensitive reflections are
marked by red and blue circles). Such twin defects can be
understood as a monolayer thick insertion of the WZ material
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in a ZB matrix [19, 20, 53, 54]. Towards the upper part of the
NW the crystal structure becomes more disordered with a
higher density of rotational twin defects. At the top of the
NW, it exhibits a larger number of extended WZ segments
within the ZB phase. Consequently, the diffraction pattern in
the upper part exhibits characteristic WZ reflections (marked
by green circles) and streaks confirming the high disorder in
the crystal structure. In contrast, NWs referred to as Type-2
(figure 1(b)), only exhibit ZB phase domains along the NW
and no extended WZ segments occur. In addition, the density
of rotational twin defects increases only slightly towards the
upper part and results in a larger number of short ZB seg-
ments, yet no WZ segments occur. Hence, both diffraction
patterns, at the lower and at the upper region of the NW,
exhibit exclusively ZB reflections. Consequently, NWs of
Type-2 can be considered as more homogenous along the axis
compared to NWs of Type-1. These changes of crystal
structure have a pronounced impact on the optical properties
of NWs, which we confirm by optical spectroscopy.
Figures 1(c) and (d) show low temperature ( =T 8 K)
microphotoluminescence (μ-PL) spectral maps along the axis
of two representative NWs, which we refer to as NW1 and
NW2, respectively. Details on the experimental setup and
parameters are included as supporting section 2 in the sup-
porting materials of this paper. The color-coded emission
intensity is plotted in logarithmic scale as a function of the
axial position and photon energy. Moreover, we included the
same data plotted in linear scale in SFigure SF2 of supporting
section 3 to clearly visualize the peak shifts. Both NWs show
characteristic, position-dependent changes of their emission
spectra along their axes and exhibit a pronounced reduction of
the emission intensity at approximately the same position
along their axis marked by black dotted lines. This observa-
tion points towards a change of the microstructure during
growth of the NW core. In the following, we analyze the
spectra of both NWs in the regions marked by red boxes. In
these regions, we also conducted AOES to assess the impact
of polytypism on the spatio-temporal carrier dynamics.
In the two types of NWs, we can readily distinguish
different recombination channels characteristic for polytypic
GaAs NWs. We introduce these different possible recombi-
nation channels in figures 2(a) and (b). Our assignments are
fully consistent with previous works, in particular references
[54, 55]. They can be identified in the measured PL spectra
recorded near the center of NW1 and NW2 shown in
figures 2(c) and (d), respectively. Additional data such as
fitting results of all three peaks and the corresponding time
transients are included in the supporting materials in SFigure
SF3 in supporting section 3. In the spectra of both NWs, the
emission of direct excitons in the pure ZB phase (blue boxes
in figures 2(a) and (b)) is detected at a photon energy
=E 1.514 eV,ZB which is marked by blue arrows. At lower
photon energies, both spectra of both NWs exhibit another
common emission peak at / =E 1.488 eV,ZB twin marked by
green arrows in figures 2(c) and (d). This emission signal is
Figure 1. (a), (b) TEM images and corresponding diffraction patterns
of two different GaAs-AlGaAs core–shell NWs. (a) The lower
region of Type-1 NW exhibits a ZB crystal structure with few twin
defects. ZB-A and ZB-B sensitive reflections are marked by blue and
red circles. The upper region contains also larger WZ phase
segments and defects. WZ sensitive reflections, as marked by green
circles, are clearly visible in the diffraction pattern. (b) NW of Type-
2 exhibits a ZB crystal structure along the entire NW with the twin
defect density slightly increasing towards the upper end. (c), (d)
Spatial PL maps along two further NWs, referred to as (c) NW1 and
(d) NW2 at low optical pump power densities ( - -2.8 8.5 W cm 2).
NW1 and NW2 are associated with a crystal structure of Type-1 and
Type-2, respectively. The black dashed lines mark the change of the
crystal structure along the NWs. The red boxes indicate the region of
excitation along the NW for AOES.
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referred to ZB/twin transitions (green boxes in figures 2(a) and
(b)) and results from the recombination of quasi-free electrons in
extended ZB phase regions and quantum confined holes at
rotational twin defects [54]. The corresponding emission is
observed at lower energy. The position-dependent PL-data of
NW1 in figure 1(c) shows that the main ZB emission peak
slightly shifts toward lower energies and broadens in the upper
part of the NW compared to the lower part. This effect is directly
linked to the change in the crystal structure. The shifted signal is
attributed to the indirect exciton transitions at the interface of
short WZ and ZB segments in the highly mixed region of NW1
(referred as WZ/ZB/WZ recombination) shown schematically
in the orange box figure 2(a). This WZ/ZB/WZ recombination
occurs between quantum confined electrons in short ZB seg-
ments and quantum confined holes in short WZ-segments in the
highly mixed region of NW1, leading to the observed shift of
the emission energy [54]. In the spectrum of figure 2(c) these are
marked by the orange arrow. In contrast, NW2 exhibits no shift
in energy of the ZB emission peak. Thus, the emission between
that of the ZB- and ZB/twin channels is attributed to indirect
exciton transitions between quantum confined electrons and
holes localized at twin defects (referred to as twin/ZB/twin
recombination) and is marked by the orange arrow in figure 2(d).
As for the WZ/ZB/WZ and twin/ZB/twin recombination, both
types of charge carriers are confined, which results in a shift to
higher (lower) energies compared to the ZB/twin (ZB) emis-
sion peak.
2.2. Acousto-optoelectric spectroscopy
After characterizing the unperturbed NW emission, we study
the charge carrier dynamics by AOES at the position along
the NW axis showing the corresponding PL spectra depicted
in figures 2(c), (d), respectively. We have shown that the
degree of polytypism varies along the NW axis, hence we
expect that the propagation direction of the driving SAW has
a pronounced impact on the resulting charge carrier dynamics.
2.2.1. AOES setup. For our AOES measurements, we transfer
GaAs/AlGaAs core/shell NWs onto a YZ-cut LiNbO3 substrate
with lithographically patterned interdigital transducers (IDTs) as
shown schematically in figure 3(a). The SAW-chip is equipped
with two nominally identical IDTs, which allows the generation
of two SAWs that propagate in opposite directions. These two
directions are referred to as+k (left to right, red arrow) and-k
(right to left, blue arrow) propagating SAWs. These IDTs are
used to generate SAWs with a wavelength ofl m= 18 mSAW by
applying a resonant radio frequency (RF) signal. The
corresponding acoustic period and SAW frequency are
=T 5.08nsSAW and =f 197 MHz,SAW respectively. For our
experiments, we selected NWs aligned parallel to the propagation
of the SAW and studied their optical emission by AOES. Crucial
for AOES is that charge carriers can be photogenerated at a well-
defined local phase of the SAW by actively referencing the RF
signal to the repetition frequency of the laser, · =n f f ,Laser SAW
with n being integer [24, 45, 46, 56, 57]. As the SAW
Figure 2. (a), (b) Schematics of the emission processes occurring in each NWs. Recombination of direct excitons in pure ZB phase (ZB) and
spatially indirect excitons localized at twin defects (ZB/twin) exists in both NWs. In NW1, indirect exciton recombination occurs between
quantum confined electrons in short ZB segments and quantum confined holes in short WZ-segments (WZ/ZB/WZ), whereas indirect
excitons are present between quantum confined electrons and holes localized at twin defects (twin/ZB/twin) in NW2. (c), (d) Typical
photoluminescence spectra observed at the center of NW1 and NW2, respectively. Arrows mark the different recombination transitions.
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propagates, the electric field vector gyrates counterclockwise
close to the surface of the LiNbO3 substrate used in this work.
This leads to an acceleration of the electrons along the NW. We
collect and spectrally disperse the emission of the NW. Signal
components of different emission bands are analyzed either by
time-integrated multi-channel detection using a cooled CCD
detector or after spectral filtering in the time-domain by single
photon detectors and time-correlated single photon counting. The
full timing scheme of the experiment is presented in figure 3(b).
The absolute time, t, is set by the SAW at the position of the laser
spot on the NWs. As the absolute time, t, progresses, the electric
field vector gyrates counterclockwise. Moreover, by setting the
phase f between the laser and the SAW excitation from 0 to
360 , charge carriers can be generated at a well-defined phase of
the SAW cycle which can be delayed by · /f T 360 .SAW In
figures 3(c) and (d), schematics of the relative orientation of NW
and the oscillating components of the SAW-induced electric field
[27] is shown at fixed SAW phases for+k- and-k-propagating
SAW defining the orientation of the electric field and NW axis.
For instance, at one distinct phase during the SAW oscillation,
the electric field component is pointing perpendicular to the
surface towards the substrate. We use this excitation condition as
our reference for the experiments and define the corresponding
SAW phase of f = 0 between laser excitation and SAW
oscillation. In turn, the electric fields at f = 90 and 270 are
aligned parallel and antiparallel to SAW propagation direction.
Finally, the individual time stamps of subsequent detection
events are detected relative to the laser excitation [24, 58].
2.2.2. Time-integrated spectroscopy. In figures 4(a), (b), we
present the time-integrated PL emission spectra of both NWs as
a function of the applied RF power (PRF) for +k- (left panels)
and -k-(right panels) propagating SAWs. Both NWs are
aligned the same way, which is shown by the schematics on the
top. Hence, the+k- and-k-directions point towards and away
from the highly polytypic regions, respectively. As PRF and,
thus, the SAW’s electric field amplitude increases, the overall
PL emission is quenched due to the separation of electrons and
holes. Apparently, the quenching behavior of the ZB and ZB/
twin emissions clearly differs for the NW1 (figure 4(a)) when
the propagation direction of the SAW is reversed, while no
marked difference is present for NW2 (figure 4(b)). Moreover,
we find that the emission of the ZB/twin excitons of NW1 is
shifted towards higher energies for both propagation directions,
whereas the indirect exciton energy of NW2 is not affected by
the SAW. We further analyze this quenching behavior by
extracting the normalized integrated PL intensity of all three
emission bands from these spectra (normalized to the
unperturbed emission, < -P 28 dBmRF ). The obtained data
are plotted in figures 4(c), (d) for the direct exciton transition in
ZB GaAs (blue) and the indirect ZB/twin exciton transition at
twin defects (green) and the indirect exciton transition between
confined electrons and confined holes (orange), respectively.
Considering each transition individually, the ZB transition and
the ZB/twin transition show a similar, continuous quenching
behavior for both NWs and for the SAW propagation in
reversed directions. These observations are similar to that
known for other III−V semiconductor nanosystems
[24, 35, 36, 40, 46]. Note, the non-monotonic quenching of
the PL intensity of the ZB emission, i.e. the weak increase of
Figure 3 (a) Schematic of a typical SAW device consisting of two
IDTs to generate+k and-k propagating SAWs (not to scale). NWs
used for AOES are aligned parallel to the propagation direction of
both SAWs. (b) Timing scheme of the AOES experiment. The
absolute time, t, of the experiment is set by local phase of the SAW
oscillation (grey, u ,Y vertical displacement). Electrons and holes are
injected by photoexcitation using a pulsed laser (red bar) at different
SAW phases which are delayed by · /f T 360 .SAW The individual
time stamps of subsequent detection events are detected relative to
the laser excitation. (c), (d) Schematics of relative orientation of a
NW and the components of the SAW-induced electric field at a fixed
point relative to the SAW and different SAW phases f between laser
and SAW excitation for (c) +k and (d) -k propagating SAWs.
Electric field periodically gyrates at a fixed position (laser spot)
along the NW with time.
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the overall intensity at low acoustic powers, is well known in
literature for 1D and 2D systems [38, 47]. It arises from an
increase of the electron–hole overlap due to their dissimilar
carrier mobilities [38]. In contrast, the evolution of the integrated
intensity of the indirect WZ/ZB/WZ exciton transitions (orange)
of NW1 (figure 4(c)) is different compared to the indirect twin/
ZB/twin exciton transitions of NW2 (figure 4(d)). Most
strikingly, for NW1, the PL intensity is not decreasing
monotonically. The intensity reaches a pronounced maximum
at low acoustic power levels ( 0 4 dBm) and then decreases
until it is almost fully suppressed. Such non-monotonic
quenching has been previously observed for systems with zero-
dimensional trapping sites or quantum dots [59, 60]. Thus, our
observation suggests either an injection of charge carriers into the
highly mixed WZ/ZB region leading to the formation of indirect
excitons [60] or a suppression of a depletion of these excitons
from this region [59], and is expected to occur in NWs of Type-
1. In contrast,NW2 exhibits a monotonous suppression of the PL
emission band between the ZB- and ZB/twin channels. Hence,
the feeding of higher energetic indirect transition channels, such
as the WZ/ZB/WZ transition is expected to be absent and, thus,
is more likely to occur in NWs of Type-2. Moreover, such a
behavior can be attributed to a more homogeneous distribution of
trapping sites along the NW axis compared to NW1.
2.2.3. Time-domain spectroscopy. Next, we study the impact
of the band edge modulation induced by polytypism on the
acoustically driven carrier dynamics for NW1 and NW2. To
gain a deeper understanding of the underlying mechanisms,
we analyze the dynamic modulation of the three characteristic
emission bands at SAW powers of = P 7 3 dBmRF and
compare these experimental findings to numerical
calculations of the SAW-driven carrier dynamics for model
band edge modulations for both SAW propagation directions.
In the following we restrict ourselves to one SAW-
propagation direction, a +k-propagating SAW to highlight
our key findings. Fully detailed data and their comprehensive
analysis for both +k- and -k-propagating SAWs can be
found in supporting section 4 of the supporting materials.
In figures 5(a) and 6(a), we plot the PL time transients of
all three transitions of NW1 and each of NW 2 for selected
SAW phases f and +k-propagating SAWs as a function of
the absolute time · /f=  + Dt T t360 .SAW All three transi-
tions of both NWs show characteristic and TSAW -periodic
intensity modulations. These modulations are not in phase but
exhibit clear correlations and anti-correlations, which point
towards coupled charge carrier dynamics. Furthermore, the
recorded transients depend on the SAW phase f, which nicely
demonstrates that the orientation of electric field at the
position of the laser spot at the time of the laser excitation
programs subsequent SAW-driven carrier dynamics [24, 39].
Finally, also the SAW propagation direction has a pro-
nounced impact on the observed intensity modulations.
To gain detailed understanding and obtain quantitative
information on the charge carrier dynamics and the emission
properties along the NW, we calculated the SAW-induced
spatiotemporal carrier dynamics using a one-dimensional
model. In essence, we calculate the spatio-temporal dynamics
of the electron (n) and hole (p) concentration by solving the
semiclassical drift and diffusion equations for a band edge
modulation set by the electric potential of the SAW and the
static bandedge modulation induced by the polytypic crystal
structure. For full details of the model we refer to references
[24, 37, 38]. Furthermore, we evaluate the product ·n p
which is proportional to the optical recombination intensity
observed in our experiment. The results for the two basic
geometries for NWs of Type-1 (NW1) and Type-2 (NW2) are
shown for +k-popagating SAWs in figures 5(b) and 6(b),
respectively. For these calculations, we assume a basic
geometry of a static type-II band modulation of an otherwise
pure ZB NW with separated embedded WZ-type and twin-
type segments. The band edge modulations of these
geometries, which are basic versions of Type-1 and Type-2
NWs found in our TEM analysis (see figure 1), are shown
schematically in the right panels, respectively. For both
geometries we introduce a single twin-type segment with
effective band offsetsDEC,1 andDEV ,1 (in the CB and VB) in
Figure 4. (a), (b) Emission spectra at the center of (a) NW1 and (b)
NW2 modulated by a SAW at a frequency =f 197 MHzSAW for
varying SAW intensity PRF applied at the IDTs and+k- propagating
(left panels) -k-propagating (right panels) SAW. With increasing
SAW power density, the overall emission is quenched due to the
efficient dissociation and acceleration of electrons and holes by the
piezoelectric field of the SAW. (c), (d) Extracted normalized PL
intensities of the free excitons in pure ZB crystal phase at 1.515 eV
and the indirect excitons transitions at twin defects at 1.488 eV, and
indirect excitons between confined electrons and confined holes at
1.499 eV of (c) NW1 and (d) NW2 as a function of SAW power P .rf
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the lower part of each NW representing the low rotational
twin density in the lower parts of both types of NWs. In the
upper parts, both NWs differ from each other in their band
modulation. Most crucial, a Type-1 NW consists of two
separated WZ-type segments in the upper part of the NW. In
addition, the effective band offsets of these WZ-type
segments were set to DEC,2 and DEV ,2 in the CB and VB,
respectively, being twice the effective band offset for the
segment in the lower part. For a Type-2 NW, there is only one
second twin-type barrier with effective band offsets DEC,1
and DEV ,1 in the upper part of the band structure. Both
models predominantly reflect the highly disordered upper part
of Type-1 NWs and the more homogeneous crystal structure
with rotational twins along the axis of Type-2 NWs. Note, all
segments have a width of =w 200 nm. Moreover, the twin
segment in lower part of the NW and the first WZ segment of
Figure 5. (a) Time-resolved PL emission spectra of the free ZB (blue), the indirect ZB/twin (green) and indirect WZ/ZB/WZ (orange)
exciton transitions of NW1 for+k- propagating SAW and different SAW phases f. Note that data are plotted as function of absolute time t
and therefore, changing f leads to the observed delay of the onset of the transients. Traces are offset vertically for clarity. (b) Calculated
electron (orange) and hole (blue) dynamics (left panels) and the product of electron and hole distribution (center panels) as a function of time
and position for+k-propagating SAW at SAW phases f = 90 and 270 . Charge carrier generation occurs at =x 0. Black dotted lines, as a
guide to the eye in the left panels indicate the hole distribution in the ZB part of the NW. Right panels: Schematic of the corresponding band
edge modulation of two separate WZ segments within a ZB NW for both SAW propagation directions. Black and green dotted ellipses in
center panels of (b) highlight the change of the intensity modulation of the free ZB transition (marked by black and green arrows). Red and
grey dotted ellipses in (b) indicate the distinct features of indirect transients marked by corresponding arrows in (a).
Figure 6. (a) Time-resolved PL emission spectra of the free ZB (blue), the indirect ZB/twin (green) and indirect twin/ZB/twin (orange)
exciton transitions of NW 2 for +k-propagating SAW and different phases f. Traces are offset vertically for clarity. (b) Calculated electron
(orange) and hole (blue) dynamics (left panels) and the product of electron and hole distribution (center panels) as a function of time and
position for +k-propagating SAW. Charge carrier generation occurs at =x 0. Black dotted lines, as a guide to the eye in the left panels
indicate the hole distribution in the ZB of the NW. Right panels: Schematic of the corresponding band edge modulation of two twin defects
within a ZB NW for both SAW propagation directions. Black and green dotted ellipses in center panels of (b) highlight the change of the
intensity modulation of the free ZB transition (marked by black and green arrows). Red and grey dotted lines in (b) indicate the distinct
features of indirect transients marked by corresponding arrows in (a).
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the upper part are separated by a distance of b, while we chose
a small distance a between the two WZ segments in the upper
part of a Type-1 NW. In addition, the nearest segment is in a
distance d to the generation spot at the center (position =x 0).
The values used in the two simulations are summarized in
table 1. Furthermore, electron hole pairs in both models are
generated in between the twin-type segment in the lower part
and the segments in the upper part. The mobility of electrons
and holes were set to m = - -500 cm V sn
2 1 1 and
m = - -50 cm V s ,p
2 1 1 respectively [24]. Note, m m= 0.1p n
implies that holes remain quasi-stationary at the time of
photoexcitation for the range of parameters considered in our
simulations. In figures 5(b) and 6(b) and, we plot the calculated
electron (n, blue) and hole (p, orange) trajectories (left panels)
and their product ( ·n p, center panels) for a Type-1 and Type-
2 NW as a function of timeDt (horizontal axis) and position x
(vertical axis) for +k-propagating SAWs, respectively. As
noted before, the calculated trajectories show the spatio-
temporal dynamics of each carrier species, and ·n p can be
related to the optical recombination intensity observed in the
experiment. The upper and lower panels show results for
delays f = 90 (electric field parallel to SAW propagation)
and f = 270 (electric field antiparallel to SAW propagation),
respectively.
We begin our evaluation of the acoustically driven
dynamics of NW1. Data of the three transitions (ZB: blue,
ZB/twin: green, WZ/ZB/WZ: orange) are presented for
different SAW phases at the time of photoexcitation f and the
+k-propagation in figure 5(a). Clearly, all transients show the
expected characteristic modulations which are induced by the
SAW. These modulations strongly depend on the studied
recombination channel and the direction of the SAW.
For the SAW phase f = 0 (lower panel), the ZB exciton
transition (blue transient) exhibits in experiment a /T 2SAW -per-
iodic intensity modulation. As f is tuned from the lower to the
upper panel, the temporal delay of the two recombination
events increases first and becomes maximum at f = 90 .
Afterwards the delay decreases, exhibiting again a /T 2SAW -per-
iodic intensity oscillation at f = 180 and finally one broad
TSAW -periodic intensity modulation at f = 270 . In contrast,
the indirect ZB/twin transition at single twin defects at
1.488 eV (green transient) shows a TSAW -periodic intensity
modulation consisting of two major recombination events
marked by grey and red arrows in figure 5(a). Again, these
transients clearly depend on the SAW phase f. After the initial
decay at photoexcitation, the emission of the indirect ZB/twin
transition reemerges at /=t T5 4SAW (grey arrow) for all
SAW phases and becomes more pronounced as the phase is
tuned from f = 0 to 270 . The second recombination event
occurs at =t 8.3 ns (red arrow) and is reduced in the intensity
compared to the first event for f = 0 and 90 . Tuning the
SAW phase from f = 0 to 270 results in the increase of
emission intensity at =t 8.3 ns which exceeds the emission
intensity of the first event for the SAW phases f = 180 and
270 . Moreover, this increased emission intensity at
=t 8.3 ns gradually decreases compared to the first event
with each SAW period until a steady state is reached at which
both features have approximately the same intensity. The
emission of WZ/ZB/WZ transition (orange) shows a time-
modulation as the ZB/twin transition (green) which is expected
as both are spatially indirect transitions. The observed subtle
differences may be associated with electron confinement in the
short ZB segments within mixed WZ/ZB/WZ region leading
to electron levels at higher energies in the ZB phase of the
stacking fault. Consequently, such weakly bound electrons
would result in slightly different electron dynamics as electron
activation from the stacking faults might be increased.
Key characteristics of the modulation of the transients are
well reproduced by our numerical modeling: in figure 5(b),
we show data for electric field along the NW being orientated
parallel and antiparallel to the SAW propagation direction
(f = 90 and f = 270 ). We begin by analyzing the spatio-
temporal dynamics of the two carrier species. These are
plotted in false-color representation [n (orange), p (blue)] as a
function of Dt (horizontal axis) and position (vertical axis).
For both SAW phases our simulations show that holes (blue)
are mostly localized inside the two WZ segments of the upper
part of the NW and in the center ZB part of the NW. In
addition, few holes can be also found in the lower twin
segment. Electrons (orange) are found in between the two WZ
segments and in the overall lower ZB part. As time
progresses, electrons and holes show sinusoidal trajectories
driven by the electric field of the SAW, which are smeared
out in space and time for holes due to their lower mobility.
Furthermore, most electrons in the lower ZB part of the NW
are periodically accelerated towards the first upper WZ
segment from which they are mainly reflected. As a fraction
of the electrons can overcome these barriers, they can be
transferred into the region between the two upper WZ-
segments. In addition, electrons are also either reflected by the
lower twin segment or can overcome this CB barrier. Similar
to our experimental data, the simulation results clearly reflect
the initial transport of holes. The motion of hole concentration
(blue) occurs in the predominantly center ZB region either
towards (f = 90 ) or away from ( )f = 270 the first upper
WZ segment at photoexcitation. These distinct starting
Table 1. Dimensions of the static type-II band modulation along NW1 and NW2 as shown in the right panels of figures 5(b) and 6(b). Both
geometries are based on TEM analysis. NW1 represents NWs of Type-1, whereas NW2 is associated with Type-2. Here, w is the width of
each segment. In addition, b and a are the separation of the twin segment in lower part and the first WZ segment of the upper part as well as
the separation of the WZ-type segments in the upper part, respectively. d is the distance of the nearest segment to the generation spot. DEC
and DEV are the corresponding effective band offsets in the CB and VB.
DEC,1 DEV ,1 DEC,2 DEV ,2 w b d a
7.5 meV 5.5 meV 15 meV 11 meV 200 nm m2.8 m 800 nm 800 nm
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conditions lead either to an accumulation of holes near or in
the region with the high stacking fault density or to their
delocalization in the predominantly center ZB region (apart
from hole trapping in WZ segments). The hole distributions in
the ZB part of the NW are indicated by black dotted lines in
figure 5(b) as a guide to the eye.
In the next step we move on to the product of the electron
and hole distribution ·n p in the center panels of figure 5(b).
First, the modulation of the ZB exciton transition (blue
transient) can be assigned to the charge carrier dynamics in
the center ZB part of the NW. For f = 90 (parallel
orientation), ·n p, exhibits two distinct maxima per SAW
cycle in the ZB part which are marked by two black dashed
ellipses in lower center panel. These maxima are located close
to the interface between the center ZB part and the first upper
WZ segment. As can be seen in the left lower panel of
figure 5(b) these maxima arise from the recombination of the
oscillating electrons in the center ZB region (orange) and the
hole concentration (blue) which are accumulated with in the
center ZB region near the first upper WZ segment. In our
experimental data in figure 5(a), we can identify these
recombination channels as two distinct peaks in the time-
delayed emission signal, which are marked by black arrows.
In contrast, for f = 270 (antiparallel orientation), our
calculations show an extended domain of large ·n p marked
by the green dashed ellipse in the upper center panel. Here,
the oscillating electrons remain within the delocalized hole
concentration as they are accelerated away from the first
upper WZ segment. Since ·n p remains high over an
extended time interval, the experimental data in figure 5(a)
shows an extended, TSAW -periodic plateau which is marked by
the green arrow. Note, for the phases f = 0 and f = 180 ,
the electric field is orientated perpendicular to the NW
resulting in a reduced axial acceleration of holes in the ZB
phase at photoexcitation. Hence, holes in the center ZB phase
predominantly remain stationary at the point of generation for
f = 0 or dissociate only partially from the point of
generation for f = 180 . Consequently, this results in a
similar, yet not so efficiently transported hole distribution as
obtained for the phase f = 90 and, thus again, in two
recombination events per cycle which are also observed in our
experimental data.
Second, the modulation of both indirect exciton transi-
tions of NW1 (red and green transients) is mostly governed
by the charge carrier dynamics in the region with high
stacking fault density which is modeled by the two upper WZ
segments in our calculations. For both/all SAW phases, ·n p
(center panels) exhibits two distinct intensity maxima per
SAW cycle which are located at lower and upper interface of
each upper WZ segment, and which are marked by red and
grey dashed ellipses in the lower and upper center panels.
Both maxima result from the recombination of holes trapped
at WZ segments and electrons, which are accelerated in the
respective directions towards the defects. They are attributed
to the two recombination events which are highlighted by red
and grey arrows in the experimental data in figure 5(a). Note,
the quenching of the intensity modulation of the indirect
exciton transitions each period is assigned to the acceleration
of electrons towards the lower ZB part of the NW, thus,
partially removing the electrons from the region with the
stacking faults. Moreover, the emission intensity clearly
depends on the orientation of electric field at the time of the
laser excitation programming the electron concentration with
in the WZ segments. For f = 270 , electrons are initially
injected into the region with in the WZ segments leading to an
increased electron concentration within the region of stacking
faults compared to the phase f = 90 (left panels in
figure 5(b)). This gives rise to an increase of intensity
maxima of ·n p which are located at the upper interfaces of
the WZ segments (marked by red dashed ellipses) resulting
from the acceleration of electrons towards the lower ZB part
of the NW. For f = 270 , these intensity maxima are
increased compared to the maxima of the following SAW
cycle which are located at the lower interfaces (grey dashed
ellipses), and which is clearly contrary to the case for
f = 90 . For f = 90 , the intensity maxima at the upper
interfaces are clearly reduced compared to maxima of the next
SAW cycle located at the lower interfaces. This behavior is
associated with the experimentally observed increase of the
emission intensity at =t 8.3ns for f = 270 (red arrows).
Note, that ·n p shows similar emission intensity at the lower
twin segment for both phases which we assume to have a
reduced impact on the modulation of both indirect exciton
transitions of the NW1.
Next, we present analogous data from NW2. The
measured transients of free ZB (blue), the indirect ZB/twin
(green) and indirect twin/ZB/twin (orange) exciton transi-
tions are depicted for +k- propagating SAWs in figure 6(a).
Again, all transitions of NW2 show characteristic intensity
modulations, which are—in strong contrast to NW1—almost
identical for both propagation direction. The ZB transition
exhibits two distinct recombination events per SAW period.
The intensity of the first event of each cycle clearly exceeds
the second event for all phases. Moreover, the temporal delay
between both events oscillates as the phase is tuned, being
maximum at f = 90 and minimal atf = 270 . The ZB/twin
transient exhibits two dominant recombination events
(marked by grey and red arrows) per SAW cycle which are
less pronounced compared to NW1. Moreover, the intensities
of both events strongly depend on phase and only weakly on
the SAW propagation direction. For +k-propagating SAWs
and f = 90 , the second event (marked by red arrow) is
slightly more pronounced event and persists over long
timescales. In contrast, the intensity of this second event
strongly reduces with each SAW period for f = 270 . The
indirect twin/ZB/twin (orange) exciton transition exhibits
similar yet less pronounced intensity modulations as the ZB/
twin exciton transition with both recombination events. Such
a behavior may be attributed to the reduced oscillatory motion
of electrons within the shorter ZB segments as well as to the
reduced activation energy of electrons due to quantum
confinement, or may also result from the increase of the
density of short segments towards the upper end of the NW.
Again, the results of numerical calculations in figure 6(b)
show that the key characteristics of intensity modulations can
be understood by considering the initial distributions of holes
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(blue) at the time of photoexcitation and the sinusoidal
trajectories of the electrons (orange). For +k-SAW propaga-
tion and all phases, holes are mostly localized inside the two
twin segments with a higher concentration in the upper twin
segment and in the ZB part between both segments. Electrons
mainly oscillate in between the two twin segments where they
are retained. This behavior is in strong contrast to the results
on Type-1 NWs (NW1), for which a net directional transport
of electrons is observed for the SAW propagating towards the
ZB-region of the NW. For Type-2 NWs (NW2), the twin
segment in the lower part of the NW forms a barrier and
electrons are reflected from this interface. In combination with
the reflection at the upper interface, the cyclic motion of
electrons is mainly restricted to the center part and almost
independent on the SAW propagation direction.
For +k-propagating SAW, the propagation direction is
orientated towards the upper twin segment. For f = 90 , the
initial transport of holes occurs towards this segment resulting
in the accumulation of the hole concentration in the ZB region
near the upper segment (lower left panel in figure 6(b)).
Consequently, the electrons, oscillating in the ZB region
between the two twin segments, can recombine with quasi-
stationary holes two times per SAW cycle and ·n p (lower
center panel) exhibits two distinct maxima per SAW cycle in
the ZB part between both twin segments which are marked by
two black dashed ellipses in the lower center panel. This
behavior is attributed to the observed intensity modulation of
the ZB transient in the experimental data (marked by two
black arrows in figure 6(a)). For f = 270 , holes are
delocalized between both twin defects (upper left panel in
figure 6(b)) and our calculations show a continuous domain of
large ·n p with an increased initial intensity (marked by the
green dashed ellipse in upper center panel). In our
experimental data in figure 6(a), we can identify this
recombination as temporally reduced reemergence of the
intensity of the ZB transient (marked by a green arrow)
showing also an increased initial intensity in the time-delayed
emission signal.
Moreover, the two dominant recombination events of the
experimentally observed indirect ZB/twin exciton transition
can be assigned to recombination of electrons and holes
occurring at both interfaces of each segment. At these
interfaces, ·n p (center panels) exhibits one distinct max-
imum per SAW cycle, marked by grey and red dashed
ellipses. Obviously, the recombination event occurring at the
defect located in SAW propagation direction is slightly more
pronounced in our calculations of ·n p compared to the
corresponding second event of the same SAW cycle [marked
by red dashed ellipse in figure 6(b)]. This behavior mainly
results from the more efficient transport of electrons in the
propagation direction of the SAW and may lead to the weak
dependence of the SAW propagation direction on the
experimentally observed indirect transients.
The data shown here are corroborated by analogous
comprehensive experimental data and numerical modelling
for -k-propagating SAWs preformed for both NWs. These
are included in supplementary section 4 of the supporting
material.
3. Discussion and conclusions
We conducted a comprehensive study on exemplary poly-
typic GaAs NWs employing TEM structural characterization
and optical and AOE spectroscopy. In our TEM analysis and
scanning PL spectroscopy we identify two families of NWs
with different degrees of polytypism. The characteristic
crystal phase mixing in these two polytypic NWs induce
distinct type-II band edge modulations giving rise to three
characteristic coupled recombination channels. The first
Type-1 exhibits two different regions of the NW, a near
pristine ZB region and a highly disordered region consisting
of extended WZ and ZB segments. In contrast, the second
Type-2 is pure ZB with the twin defect density slightly
increasing along the NW. Consequently, both types of NWs
differ in their recombination dynamics, yet show a triggered
exchange between different channels within each NW. The
different crystal structure results in the formation of distinct
decay channels due to the type-II band edge modulation
induced by crystal phase mixing. We select two representative
NWs for detailed characterization using SAW-based optical
spectroscopy. First, we show that the suppression of the
optical emission intensity by the SAW exhibits markedly
different behavior for the two types of NWs. The Type-1 NW
shows clear non-monotonic quenching for spatially indirect
transitions between ZB and WZ segments which depends on
the propagation of the SAW. In contrast, the Type-2 NW
shows almost prefect monotonic quenching independent on
the SAW direction. These pronounced differences are clear
fingerprints of the impact of the distinct crystal structure
modulations in the two types of NWs on the acousto-electric
charge transport. Second, we employ contact-free AOES to
probe coupled charge carrier dynamics of different inter-
connected recombination channels in these two types of NWs
with sub-nanosecond resolution. Because both types of NWs
differ in their recombination dynamics, they show SAW-
triggered carrier exchange between different channels within
each NW. These result in characteristic intensity modulations
which are observed in experiment. For the Type-1 NW, these
modulations strongly depend on the SAW propagation
direction and the studied recombination channel. In contrast,
Type-2 NW shows almost identical modulations for both
propagation directions and for each individual decay channel.
Third, we corroborate our experimental findings by numerical
calculations of the SAW-driven spatio-temporal carrier
dynamics for two very general bandedge modulations of the
two types of NWs. These calculations, which assume either
two WZ segments and one twin segment or two twin seg-
ments at different positions along the NW axis, reproduce the
most important features found in our experimental observa-
tions. This good qualitative agreement using realistic values
of the electron and hole transport mobilities and barrier
heights shows that our general model is able to reproduce the
key physical processes underlying our experimental obser-
vations. For example, they nicely confirm efficient trapping of
holes in WZ and twin segments, which leads to long-time
persistent storage. Electrons, in contrast, show pronounced
dynamics in ZB parts. Moreover, they show that carrier
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transport is efficient inside the individual segments. For Type-
1 NWs the presence of higher barriers in one direction leads
to a net transport of electrons by a SAW propagating towards
the part of low WZ or twin defect density. Consequently, the
Type-1 NW shows a clear dependence of the intensity mod-
ulations on the SAW propagation direction due to net trans-
port in one direction. For Type-2 NWs the presence of lower
barriers at both ends of the NW results in an oscillatory
motion and no directionality is observed in experiment.
In conclusion, we study coupled carrier dynamics in
polytypic GaAs NWs in the limit of low carrier concentra-
tions. The dynamics are driven by a »200 MHz piezoelectric
SAW and detected on the underlying timescales with sub-
nanosecond time resolution. We present direct evidence for
interconnected recombination dynamics and carrier transport
set by the distribution of WZ and twin defects within the
NWs. The results clearly show that holes are efficiently
trapped in WZ segments and that already a low degree of
crystal phase mixing may result in an efficient suppression of
electron transport at low temperatures. Thus, long range
(coherent) electrical transport in NW at low carrier con-
centrations require near pristine NWs with vanishing crystal
phase mixing. Our experimental data are compared to num-
erical simulation which assume a basic bandstructure mod-
ulation due to polytypism. Simulations reproduce the key
features observed in experiment which demonstrates that the
considered bandstructure modulation contains all relevant
parameters. This shows, that detailed knowledge of the
structural parameters on the nanoscale are not required to
explain mesoscopic transport phenomena. Moreover, our
approach can be extended to different material systems, NW-
based heterostructures [61–63] or to study activation and
capture processes in temperature dependent experiments [64].
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